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If you're looking for a smart alternative to your phone's original Texts and calls apps, WhatsApp is a great choice. With a number of elegant features and a simple interface, this free, multi-function application has become one of the most popular messaging platforms around the world. Instant chats, groups, voice and
video calls?- All-in-one messaging app! Due to its focus on simplicity, WhatsApp has witnessed a phenomenal rise in growth. In recent years, the app has introduced a number of features, including video and voice calls. At the same time, she kept the footprint light. The conversation window simply focuses on chat, and
makes it easy to send files, emoticons, location, and contacts. Compatibility with low-power smartphones as well as Android Go devices has enabled the platform to attract millions of people from all parts of the country. At first glance, WhatsApp serves the same purpose as its competitors like Viber, Skype and Telegram.
However, what makes the app unique is flooding advanced features, such as the search function for easy call browsing, the ability to star in messages to check later, seamful integration of group chats, and of course an easy-to-use interface. In addition, WhatsApp combines multimedia messaging to make conversations
more fun and fun. Interactive stickers add to the long list of emojis already available in the app. While Viber had an advantage with stickers until a few months ago, it no longer is. WhatsApp just stepped up its game! Smooth inter-platform chat and chat compared to the popular iMessage, WhatsApp has a big advantage.
Being agnostic platform, it can be used on any device or operating system. Unlike most messaging apps, you can go through simple conversations. WhatsApp has integrated maps, which allows you to share a location with friends and family. You can also share files and contacts directly in the conversation window.
That's a lot of customization options. You can set up notifications, custom notification wallpapers, and even broadcast your status. You can even use your camera to take videos and photos from within the app. Like iMessage and Viber, WhatsApp's simple interface displays text bubble chats with a time-out. It also notifies
you when a recipient has viewed the text. Because the app can automatically identify people in your contact list, you don't have to add anyone manually. You can even create groups of friends and family to communicate with up to 256 people in one window. WhatsApp lets you share stories like Instagram that stay visible
for 24 hours. It's an interactive way to post a live broadcast from anywhere, anytime. The search function makes it much easier to browse conversations. You can search by contact name, keyword, phone number, or group. In fact, you can also search for keywords in a specific conversation WhatsApp allows you to back
up calls and data to your Google account or phone memory, so you have easy access to old messages. Secure messaging for data privacy If you're looking for a messaging app with end-to-end encryption, Telegram can be a good choice. In recent times, Facebook's bad reputation has lowered confidence in WhatsApp.
However, WhatsApp still comes with a number of features that are of huge importance. In fact, the app's security features encouraged Facebook to turn WhatsApp into a full payment system, which will allow you to send or receive money within the app. It's something you won't find on any other messaging app. With end-
to-end encryption, WhatsApp secures all messages that pass through the platform. Although the app doesn't store personal information, you can add an extra layer of security in your privacy settings. It's easy to set up two-step verification, which makes you type a second passcode for better protection. Soon, WhatsApp
will also be integrated with the device's fingerprint sensor to make sure you are the only one who has permission to access. As of this time, no other messaging app on the market fits in with the fingerprint sensor for added security. Take the experience beyond mobile DevicesUnlike Viber and Telegram, WhatsApp has a
desktop version called WhatsApp Web. It works with standard Windows or Mac browsers, but comes with limited features. The good news is that anything you do in the desktop version syncs with the app on your smartphone. Although the Internet version doesn't allow voice or video calls, it's still a good way to stay
connected while working on your laptop. Where can you run this program? With over 800 million users worldwide, WhatsApp is available on Android, iOS, Windows Phone, BlackBerry.Is better alternative? While some people don't like being part of facebook's ecosystem, others rely more on platforms like Viber and
Telegram. If you think it would be good to check out some alternatives before making the final selection, here's some brief information about them. Viber:Like WhatsApp, Viber uses contact numbers to identify registered users. With Viber, you can make free calls, send messages, videos, and photos. While WhatsApp has
started giving the option to use stickers, Viber has been doing it for some time. You can choose from a wide range of funny stickers for chats. Skype:While Skype has always been popular for video calling, the updated design allows you to send files, photos and messages too. Unlike WhatsApp, all of its features are
available in both mobile and desktop versions. One disadvantage of using Skype instead of WhatsApp is the fact that spamming senders can send messages, and you can only block them afterwards. Telegram:Based on cloud technology, Telegram allows you to send messages faster than WhatsApp. This is a huge
advantage for people looking to send large files. It's open source, you can send media and text messages in a conversation with up to 200,000 users. With end-to-end encryption, you can be sure that your conversations are secure. Without a doubt, WhatsApp Messenger is an exceptional messaging app. A complete
replacement for the original SMS app on your smartphone, WhatsApp is ideal for talking to friends and family without any restrictions. Do you need to take it off? Yes, indeed. WhatsApp combines end-to-end encryption, ease-of-use functionality, cross-platform, web-based international calls and broad global access to
give you a powerful messaging platform. Cellular data can be superficial. WhatsApp's full messaging service can use WiFi connections, far beyond basic calls and texts with incredible group capabilities and secure chats. Facebook-owned WhatsApp has a clean, clear interface with no ads without catching memory. More
than 1 billion people in more than 180 countries use WhatsApp. Call or send a text message whenever you want – there's never a charge for incoming or outgoing calls or messages. WhatsApp connects the world with a WiFi connection to messaging from person to person, like texting, but with a twist. WhatsApp is a safe
and free way to send a message. You'll never have to worry about anyone else stumbling to your private texts, photos or videos. Recent versions of WhatsApp include end-to-end encryption, so your messages are just that: your messages. Your conversations and texts are always secure. No one, not even WhatsApp,
can log into your messages and read, watch or listen to them. Quick start with WhatsAppGetting started with easy WhatsApp. Skip the hassle of hunting contacts from within the service. WhatsApp adds connections from your phone's contact listing quickly. Bypass the email clutter or the annoyance of file-sharing apps.
PDFs, spreadsheets, presentations, and documents of up to 100 MB are allowed so you can pass the information you want to people who need it, no problem. Tell everyone the good news. With broadcast lists, send one message once to the contacts you want without bulk annoying invitations. With WhatsApp, ghosting
is a thing of the past. Well, almost. WhatsApp removes the guesswork. You can see your message delivered, and if it's called, with check marks just like Skype and Telegram. The WhatsApp Groups feature is where WhatsApp excels. Think of it like a community bulletin board under your control. Creating groups is quick.
Open your contact list, select Friends or Family, and then shoot for a name. Give different groups different names to separate all your important contacts. Create teams for coworkers, fantasy football members, and anyone planning the next family reunion. Share the area the next night or alert the group to your job
promotion. As the group admin, you can invite people to join your group one in three You can tap the person you want to invite, click More, and then Group Details. Alternatively, you can swipe the specific group to the left from the chat button, tap More, and then Group Details. Copy or share the link. or a flashback to
2005 with a scanable QR code. The only drawbacks to the formation of the group is this: the link can be shared by anyone in the group. It's not a dictatorship, so if Uncle Eddie decides to invite the odd cousin to the family planning group for a reunion, there's nothing you can do about it. WhatsApp can help you avoid a
control group disaster. If your group doesn't need the ability to respond to a message each time you post an update, you can set up the group so that only admins have that authority. You can make anyone, and anyone, a manager - but no one can change your management status. If you want to throw away the shackles
of admin mode, you're going to have to leave the team. If you've been invited to a telegram group, the service will keep your phone number private, showing only your name and image. Online time stamps or last seen saw if your friend is online or find out when your friend was last using WhatsApp with the time stamp
feature last seen. If your friend is flagged online, does that mean their WhatsApp is running in the background and is connected to the Internet.Tired of everyone calling you about not responding to a message fast enough? Turn off the blue ticks on WhatsApp to get around the pressure of an instant response. If your boss
or a needed friend also uses WhatsApp, once they see a read receipt, don't pretend you've been too busy to respond. Note, however, if you turn off read receipts, you will no longer see the read receipts of others. Is there a better alternative? For all the great features of WhatsApp for free, there is a downside for video
lovers. WhatsApp has a 16MB video quota. While you can move your camera to a low resolution for longer video, other iPhone messaging apps like Telegram and Skype offer significantly larger media files. Telegram is an upcoming WhatsApp competitor - it even resembles the app's minimalist interface. Telegram and
Viber Messenger offer secure connections with one more step, the ability to set up a message for self-destruction and disappear. However, WhatsApp rises above messaging apps, like Viber and Kik, because it's easy to start chatting. WhatsApp does not require a profile. You don't need to ask for a username or wait for
a link to contact someone on your contact list if you have their phone number. Anyone with your number can find you in the app and send a message. No one can hide behind a fake identity either. WhatsApp cuts the fakes. Sending a message is quick. Editing a message is impossible. Other iPhone messaging services
like Telegram offer inline editing. WhatsApp hasn't come on board yet, so if you make a mistake, Stuck with it. Where can I run this program? WhatsApp works on iOS 8.0 and later. You and your best friend have iPhones, the rest of the gang has phones with other operating systems. How do you chat in a group chat?
WhatsApp. WhatsApp may have started on Android and iOS, but it does one better, working on tablets, the internet, desktop, and other smartphone brand. Your account will sync across your devices for a seamless experience. WhatsApp's instant messaging service offers thy trustworthy, alletrading any concerns about
online privacy. Messaging transparency, group control and international capabilities make WhatsApp a free download. Even Grandma can get into it. Take it off? For all the perks of WhatsApp, big group features, fast start, and zero learning curve, WhatsApp is only free for the first year. See what you think before you
spend money on what other iPhone apps of notifications do for free. Free.
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